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For readers of Democracy in Chains and Dark Money, a revelatory investigation of the

Religious Right's rise to political power.For too long the Religious Right has masqueraded as a

social movement preoccupied with a number of cultural issues, such as abortion and same-sex

marriage. In her deeply reported investigation, Katherine Stewart reveals a disturbing truth: this

is a political movement that seeks to gain power and to impose its vision on all of society.

America's religious nationalists aren't just fighting a culture war, they are waging a political war

on the norms and institutions of American democracy.Stewart pulls back the curtain on the

inner workings and leading personalities of a movement that has turned religion into a tool for

domination. She exposes a dense network of think tanks, advocacy groups, and pastoral

organizations embedded in a rapidly expanding community of international alliances and

united not by any central command but by a shared, anti-democratic vision and a common will

to power. She follows the money that fuels this movement, tracing much of it to a cadre of

super-wealthy, ultraconservative donors and family foundations. She shows that today's

Christian nationalism is the fruit of a longstanding antidemocratic, reactionary strain of

American thought that draws on some of the most troubling episodes in America's past. It

forms common cause with a globe-spanning movement that seeks to destroy liberal

democracy and replace it with nationalist, theocratic and autocratic forms of government

around the world. Religious nationalism is far more organized and better funded than most

people realize. It seeks to control all aspects of government and society. Its successes have

been stunning, and its influence now extends to every aspect of American life, from the White

House to state capitols, from our schools to our hospitals.The Power Worshippers is a

brilliantly reported book of warning and a wake-up call. Stewart's probing examination

demands that Christian nationalism be taken seriously as a significant threat to the American

republic and our democratic freedoms.

"Ambitious . . . The book’s title is a pun, and it’s an apt one. What stands out the most from this

gripping volume is how a reverence for authority �if the right person is in charge �is encoded into

the various strands of this movement. . . . The Power Worshippers is required reading for

anyone who wants to map the continuing erosion of our already fragile wall between church

and state." - The Washington Post"Stewart has produced both a warning about the influence of

religious nationalists and, in a brisk epilogue, the beginnings of a handbook about combating

religious nationalists. The tools of the counter-revolution she hopes will stanch the religious

nationalist drive to power are [an end to] gerrymandering, fresh initiatives to enforce voter

rights, and vigilance against abuses at the ballot box. . . . This is a book that is both an

examination of a new social and cultural phenomenon �and a call for action." - The Boston

Globe“This is not a ‘culture war.’ It is a political war over the future of democracy. This is a bold

claim, but one that Stewart backs up with deep reporting on the religious right’s infrastructure.”

 �Linda Greenhouse, New York Review of Books"As November’s election looms, The Power

Worshippers is a timely political exposé, indispensable reading for 2020 voters regardless of

their religious beliefs. . . . With more than a decade of experience covering conservative

Christianity, Stewart is adept at conveying the gravity of its aims. She goes deeper than any

facile culture-wars discourse, digging into the evangelical right’s fervor to gain political power

and privilege in the name of religious liberty." - Texas Observer"Chilling . . . Much of what



Stewart recounts would seem incredible were it not presented through extensive quotations

from speeches by, documents of, and conversations with movement leaders." - Foreign

Affairs"Stewart has accomplished the near-impossible in a volume lacking doorstop heft: a truly

informative and smooth read about a sprawling movement and the many ways it exercises

power over the lives of all Americans. If you’re not alarmed by the time you reach the last

page �if not long before �you may lack a pulse altogether." - Democracy Journal"[The Power

Worshippers] effectively reminds us that even though the religious right comprises a minority of

the American populace, it has become very effective at insinuating itself in the national, state,

and local seats of power . . .The answer [is not] to reinvent America �rather, it’s to reinvigorate its

democratic roots . . . a powerful and persuasive argument, one that Stewart illuminates with an

array of history and political reporting, effectively weaving a portrait of our current grim

situation with the threads from the past." - Daily Kos"Bringing some clarity to the make-up of

the Christian nationalist movement is just one of the myths Stewart busts in her upcoming

book . . . Equally important for us to understand is that this movement isn’t simply about culture

wars." - Washington Monthly"[Stewart is] a seasoned investigative journalist, weaving together

historical analysis and on-the-ground reporting to create engaging narratives . . . offer[ing] a

behind-the-scenes view of how an interconnected network of think tanks, advocacy groups,

and pastoral organizations joined forces with global anti-democratic religious nationalists long

before entities like Russia became players in the 2016 presidential election." - The Humanist"A

must-read for those interested in the influence of religion on politics and the effects on our

political institutions." - Library Journal, starred review"A timely and useful introduction to the

single most organized force in American politics today . . . One of the biggest strengths of The

Power Worshippers is its close attention to political economy. In fact, Stewart’s entire body of

work demonstrates how the Christian nationalist movement has successfully redirected public

resources to fund their own private religious initiatives, like the public financing of religious

charter schools through tax breaks and grant programs." - Baffler"Stewart provides a

comprehensive, chilling look at America’s Christian nationalist movement, which she

convincingly portrays as a highly organized political coalition that has ‘already transformed the

political landscape and shaken the foundations upon which lay our democratic norms and

institutions.’ . . . Her insightful investigation places the power of Christian nationalism into full

context." - Publishers Weekly"[The] thoroughly researched facts as she lays them out are hard

to argue with . . . [an] undeniably powerful examination of the Christian right's political motives."

- Kirkus Reviews"A more comprehensive, if still compact, journey through the labyrinth of

interlocking organizations and personalities that form the ecosystem of a movement that

embraces ‘identity-based authoritarian rule over pluralistic, democratic processes,’ and seeks

to transform the U.S. to serve that vision . . . A journalist who has spent a decade covering the

activities of the Christian Right painstakingly exposes the movement's effort to undermine the

United States' pluralistic democracy." - Shelf Awareness"The Power Worshippers is a

comprehensive, if compact, journey through the labyrinth of interlocking organizations and

personalities that form the ecosystem of a movement that embraces ‘identity-based

authoritarian rule over pluralistic, democratic processes,’ and seeks to transform the U.S. to

serve that vision." - Shelf Awareness for Readers, starred review"Invaluable . . . The Power

Worshippers should be read by all Americans who believe in democracy and the separation of

church and state, especially as the 2020 elections nears." - New York Journal of Books"Eye-

opening . . . We learn, here, from a committed deep researcher �years of devoted travel,

interviews, reading �that this movement is a good deal more dedicated and scarily more

ambitious than the rest of us have so far noticed." - Sullivan County Democrat"If anyone is



wondering how the Religious Right and President Donald Trump ended up in their unholy

alliance, Katherine Stewart has the answer. The Power Worshippers provides a fascinating x-

ray into the political eco-system of religious conservatives who threaten the health of our

democratic institutions. She argues that this movement is much more about power, money and

invented pasts than ethics, theology and God. Stewart’s book is an important contribution to

our understanding of contemporary politics." - Julian E. Zelizer, author of THE FIERCE

URGENCY OF NOW"Katherine Stewart knows from years of investigative reporting why the

Trumpvangelicals who use faith to whitewash corruption are a preeminent threat to American

democracy. Read The Power Worshippers and you will understand why nothing is more

important to the health of our common life than challenging the false moral narrative of

religious nationalism." - William J. Barber, II, President of Repairers of the Breach & Co-Chair

of the Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival"Katherine Stewart presents

chilling evidence that millions of American churchgoers are being inflamed and exploited by a

cynical, well-funded alliance of power seekers. Read The Power Worshippers to understand

what the relentless political agitation against abortion and homosexuality has really

achieved �and for whom." - Nancy MacLean, author of DEMOCRACY IN CHAINS"Employing a

sharp investigative eye, Stewart connects the dots between radical theocratic groups that want

to create an officially ‘Christian nation’ and extreme free-market libertarians who despise social

programs for the poor, taxes and public institutions. After reading this book, you should be

prepared to fight back like nothing less than our democracy is at stake – because it is." - Rob

Boston, Americans United for Separation of Church and State"Katherine Stewart takes on the

enormous task of revealing who exactly is pulling the levers of power in our communities,

statehouses, and federal government. A must-read." - Andrew Whitehead, author of TAKING

AMERICA BACK FOR GOD"We are faced with a religious movement that is fundamentally

opposed to pluralism and has long-term plans to transform America into a Christian nation. An

adept, highly readable and important work." - Julie Ingersoll, author of BUILDING GOD'S

KINGDOM"The Power Worshippers provides a detailed explanation of how the Religious Right

has used its power to advance religion-based government in harmful ways." - Justia"Both [The

Power Worshippers and Shadow Network] have done impressive archival and on-the-ground

research. These books are two of the fullest accounts of Christian nationalism to date. . . .

Together, they paint a multidimensional portrait of the politicization of Christian faith that has

neither a single source nor a majority of support among American Christians, despite its

disproportionate impact." - Christian Century--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About

the AuthorKatherine Stewart is the author of The Power Worshippers: Inside the Dangerous

Rise of Religious Nationalism. She writes about politics, policy, and religion for The New York

Times, Washington Post, NBC, and The New Republic. Her previous book, The Good News

Club, was an examination of the religious right and public education. --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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Praise for The Power Worshippers“What stands out the most from this gripping volume is how

a reverence for authority—if the right person is in charge—is encoded into the various strands

of this movement … Required reading for anyone who wants to map the continuing erosion of

our already fragile wall between church and state.” —The Washington Post“ ‘This is not a

“culture war.” It is a political war over the future of democracy.’ This is a bold claim, but one that

Stewart backs up with deep reporting on the religious right’s infrastructure.” —Linda

Greenhouse, The New York Review of Books“An absolute must-read for anyone who reports

on religion and American politics—and that is all of us! Deeply reported, earnestly felt and

written with grace and guts, [The Power Worshippers] takes readers on a fly-on-the-wall

journey to a frightening world where God and country are eternally joined in this world and the

next.” —Religion News Association Award Committee, First Place in Excellence in Nonfiction

Religion Books“A fascinating x-ray into the political ecosystem of religious conservatives who

threaten the health of our democratic institutions.” —Julian E. Zelizer, author of The Fierce

Urgency of Now“Chilling … Much of what Stewart recounts would seem incredible were it not

presented through extensive quotations from speeches by, documents of, and conversations

with movement leaders.” —Foreign Affairs“A timely political exposé … With more than a

decade of experience covering conservative Christianity, Stewart is adept at conveying the

gravity of its aims. She goes deeper than any facile culture-wars discourse, digging into the

evangelical right’s fervor to gain political power and privilege in the name of religious liberty.” —

Texas Observer“Read The Power Worshippers and you will understand why nothing is more

important to the health of our common life than challenging the false moral narrative of

religious nationalism.” —William J. Barber II, president of Repairers of the Breach and cochair

of the Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival“A warning about the

influence of religious nationalists and, in a brisk epilogue, the beginnings of a handbook about

combating religious nationalists … Both an examination of a new social and cultural

phenomenon—and a call for action.” —The Boston Globe“[An] undeniably powerful

examination of the Christian right’s political motives.” —Kirkus Reviews“Stewart’s research is

deep and solid, and she left me little room for doubt that, when it comes to politics, the

Christian right is neither charitably Christian nor theologically right.” —The Post and Courier

(Charleston)“Chilling … Read The Power Worshippers to understand what the relentless

political agitation against abortion and homosexuality has really achieved—and for whom.” —

Nancy MacLean, author of Democracy in Chains“Stewart uncovers these stories with the skill

of a seasoned investigative journalist, weaving together historical analysis and on-the-ground

reporting to create engaging narratives.” —The Humanist“A timely and useful introduction to

the single most organized force in American politics today … Stewart’s entire body of work

demonstrates how the Christian nationalist movement has successfully redirected public

resources to fund their own private religious initiatives, like the public financing of religious

charter schools through tax breaks and grant programs.” —The Baffler“Stewart has

accomplished the near-impossible in a volume lacking doorstop heft: a truly informative and

smooth read about a sprawling movement and the many ways it exercises power over the lives

of all Americans.” —Democracy: A Journal of Ideas“Employing a sharp investigative eye,

Stewart connects the dots between radical theocratic groups that want to create an officially

‘Christian nation’ and extreme free-market libertarians who despise social programs for the

poor, taxes, and public institutions. After reading this book, you should be prepared to fight

back like nothing less than our democracy is at stake—because it is.” —Rob Boston,



Americans United for Separation of Church and State“Stewart’s invaluable book is a detailed

investigation into how, over the last quarter century, the culture wars morphed into a political

movement … The Power Worshippers should be read by all Americans who believe in

democracy and the separation of church and state.” —New York Journal of Books“A must-

read.” —Andrew Whitehead, author of Taking America Back for God“A detailed explanation of

how the religious right has used its power to advance religion-based government in harmful

ways.” —Verdict“An adept, highly readable, and important work.” —Julie Ingersoll, author of

Building God’s KingdomFor my familyBY THE SAME AUTHORThe Good News Club: The

Christian Right’s Stealth Assault on America’s ChildrenCONTENTSIntroduction 1. Church and

Party in Unionville � �2. �Ministering to Power � �3. �Inventing Abortion � �4. �The Mind of a Warrior � �5. �Up from 

Slavery: The Ideological Origins of Christian Nationalism 6. The Uses and Abuses of History 7.

The Blitz: Turning the States into Laboratories of Theocracy 8. Converting the Flock to Data 9.

Proselytizers and Privatizers10. Theocracy from the Bench, or How to Establish Religion in the

Name of “Religious Liberty”11. Controlling Bodies: What “Religious Liberty” Looks Like from the

Stretcher12. The Global Holy War Comes of

AgeEpilogueAcknowledgmentsNotesIndexINTRODUCTIONThis is not a book I could have

imagined writing a dozen years ago. When an older couple from another town attempted to set

up and lead a Bible club at my daughter’s public elementary school in Southern California in

2009, they might as well have been alien visitors showing up at a beach party. The purpose of

the club was to convince children as young as five that they would burn for an eternity if they

failed to conform to a strict interpretation of the Christian faith. The club’s organizers were

offered free and better space in the evangelical church next door to our school, but they

refused it; they insisted on holding the club in the public school because they knew the kids

would think the message was coming from the school. They referred to our public school as

their “mission field” and our children as “the harvest.” I thought their plan was outrageously

inappropriate in our religiously diverse public school. I also thought it was a freak occurrence.

They seemed completely out of place in the sunny land of stand-up paddle boarders and open-

air wine tastings. In my eyes they came out of the American past, not the future. I was quite

wrong about that.Sometimes it takes a while to realize what is happening in your own

backyard. As I researched the group behind these kindergarten missionaries, I saw that they

were part of a national network of clubs. I soon discovered that this network was itself just one

of many initiatives to insert reactionary religion into public schools across the country. Then I

realized that these initiatives were the fruit of a nationally coordinated effort not merely to

convert other people’s children in the classroom but to undermine public education altogether.

Belatedly, I understood that the conflict they provoked in our local community—I was hardly the

only parent who found their presence in the public school alarming—was not an unintended

consequence of their activity. It was of a piece with their plan to destroy confidence in our

system of education and make way for a system of religious education more to their liking.In

2012, I published what I had learned about the topic in my book The Good News Club. As I

was completing that project, I realized I had latched onto only one aspect of a much larger,

more important phenomenon in American political culture. The drive to end public education as

we know it is just part of a political movement that seeks to transform the defining institutions of

democracy in America. This movement pretends to represent the past and stand for old

traditions. But in reality it is a creature of present circumstances and is organized around a

vision for the future that most Americans would find abhorrent.For the past ten years I have

been attending conferences, gatherings, and strategy meetings of the activists powering this

movement. I have sat down for coffee with “ex-gay” pastors determined to mobilize the “pro-



family” vote. I have exchanged emails late into the night with men and women who have

dedicated their lives to the goal of refounding the United States according to “biblical law.” I

have walked alongside young women as they marched for “life” and followed them into seminar

rooms where they receive training in political messaging and strategy. Along the way, I have

made some friends and learned something like a new language. I no longer see members of

this movement as alien visitors under the California sun. I know them to be very much a part of

modern America. And that alarms me all the more.Now and then I wish I could go back to

those happy afternoons on the California coast, where none of this would have seemed worthy

of placing before the public. But I can’t so easily forget what I have learned. Anyone who cares

about what is happening in American politics today needs to know about this movement and its

people. Their issues—the overwhelming preoccupation with sexual order, the determination to

unite the nation around a single religious identity, the conviction that they are fighting for

salvation against forces of darkness—have come to define the effort that has transformed the

political landscape and shaken the foundations upon which lay our democratic norms and

institutions. This is the movement responsible for the election of the forty-fifth president of the

United States, and it now determines the future of the Republican Party. It is the change that

we have been watching—some with joy, others in disbelief, others in denial. And it isn’t going

away anytime soon.I don’t doubt that many of the people I have met on my journey mean well. I

have seen them showing kindness to friends and strangers with equal conviction, and I know

that among them are many generous spirits. But I am convinced that they are dead wrong

about the effect of their work on the future of the American republic. They may believe sincerely

in the righteousness of their cause and want as much as anyone to build a secure and

prosperous America. But that just makes their story—the subject of this book—an American

tragedy.For too long now America’s Christian nationalist movement has been misunderstood

and underestimated. Most Americans continue to see it as a cultural movement centered on a

set of social issues such as abortion and same-sex marriage, preoccupied with symbolic

conflicts over monuments and prayers. But the religious right has become more focused and

powerful even as it is arguably less representative. It is not a social or cultural movement. It is a

political movement, and its ultimate goal is power. It does not seek to add another voice to

America’s pluralistic democracy but to replace our foundational democratic principles and

institutions with a state grounded on a particular version of Christianity, answering to what

some adherents call a “biblical worldview” that also happens to serve the interests of its

plutocratic funders and allied political leaders. The movement is unlikely to realize its most

extreme visions, but it has already succeeded in degrading our politics and dividing the nation

with religious animus. This is not a “culture war.” It is a political war over the future of

democracy.Political movements are by their nature complex creatures, and this one is more

complex than most. It is not organized around any single, central institution. It consists rather of

a dense ecosystem of nonprofit, for-profit, religious, and nonreligious media and legal

advocacy groups, some relatively permanent, others fleeting. Its leadership cadre includes a

number of personally interconnected activists and politicians who often jump from one

organization to the next. It derives much of its power and direction from an informal club of

funders, a number of them belonging to extended hyper-wealthy families. It took me some time

to navigate the sea of acronyms, funding schemes, denominations, and policy and kinship

networks, and I will lay out much of this ecosystem in this book. Yet the important thing to

understand about the collective effort is not its evident variety but the profound source of its

unity. This is a movement that has come together around what its leaders see as absolute truth

—and what the rest of us may see as partisan agitation. My aim is to describe the common,



often startling political vision that has united this movement.Names matter, so I will take a

moment here to lay out some of the terms of my investigation. Christian nationalism is not a

religious creed but, in my view, a political ideology. It promotes the myth that the American

republic was founded as a Christian nation. It asserts that legitimate government rests not on

the consent of the governed but on adherence to the doctrines of a specific religious, ethnic,

and cultural heritage. It demands that our laws be based not on the reasoned deliberation of

our democratic institutions but on particular, idiosyncratic interpretations of the Bible. Its

defining fear is that the nation has strayed from the truths that once made it great. Christian

nationalism looks backward on a fictionalized history of America’s allegedly Christian founding.

It looks forward to a future in which its versions of the Christian religion and its adherents,

along with their political allies, enjoy positions of exceptional privilege and power in government

and in law.Christian nationalism is also a device for mobilizing (and often manipulating) large

segments of the population and concentrating power in the hands of a new elite. It does not

merely reflect the religious identity it pretends to defend but actively works to construct and

promote new varieties of religion for the sake of accumulating power. It actively generates or

exploits cultural conflict in order to improve its grip on its target population.Other observers

may reasonably use terms like “theocracy,” “dominionism,” “fundamentalism,” or “Christian

right.” I use those terms where appropriate, but often prefer “Christian nationalism” in referring

to the whole, because it both reflects the political character of the movement and because it

makes clear its parallels between the American version and comparable political movements

around the world and throughout history.This is not a book about “evangelicals.” The movement

I am describing includes many people who identify as evangelical, but it excludes many

evangelicals, too, and it includes conservative representatives of other varieties of Protestant

and non-Protestant religion. This movement is a form of nationalism because it purports to

derive its legitimacy from its claim to represent a specific identity unique to and representative

of the American nation. And I join with others who study the field in calling it “Christian

nationalism” in deference to the movement’s own understanding of this national identity, which

it sees as inextricably bound up with a particular religion. However, I do not mean to suggest

that Christian nationalism is representative of American Christianity as a whole. Indeed, a great

many people who identify as Christians oppose the movement, and quite a few even question

whether it is authentically Christian in the first place.I have been following this movement for

over a decade as an investigative reporter and journalist. I remain as impressed with the

organization and determination of its leaders as I am alarmed by the widespread lack of

awareness of its influence among the general public. The aims of the movement’s leaders have

been clear for some time, often openly stated in the forums that they share. Their recent

achievements have exceeded reasonable expectations. Yet much of the public continues to

believe that little has changed.Perhaps the most salient impediment to our understanding of

the movement is the notion that Christian nationalism is a “conservative” ideology. The correct

word is “radical.” A genuinely conservative movement would seek to preserve institutions of

value that have been crafted over centuries of American history. It would prize the integrity of

electoral politics, the legitimacy of the judiciary, the importance of public education, and the

values of tolerance and mutual respect that have sustained our pluralistic society even as

others have been torn apart by sectarian conflict. Christian nationalism pretends to work

toward the revival of “traditional values” yet its values contradict the long-established principles

and norms of our democracy. It has no interest in securing the legitimacy of the Supreme

Court; it will happily steal seats and pack the Court as long as it gets the rulings it wants. It

cheers along voter suppression and gerrymandering schemes that allow Republicans to



maintain disproportionate legislative control. It collaborates with international leaders who seek

to undermine the United States’ traditional alliances and the postwar world order built up over

the past seven decades. And it claims to defend “the family,” but treats so many American

families with contempt.The widespread misunderstanding of Christian nationalism stems in

large part from the failure to distinguish between the leaders of the movement and its followers.

The foot soldiers of the movement—the many millions of churchgoers who dutifully cast their

votes for the movement’s favored politicians, who populate its marches and flood its coffers

with small-dollar donations—are the root source of its political strength. But they are not the

source of its ideas.The rank and file come to the movement with a variety of concerns,

including questions about life’s deeper meaning, a love and appreciation of God and Scripture,

ethnic and family solidarity, the hope of community and friendship, and a desire to mark life’s

most significant passages or express feelings of joy and sorrow. They also come with a longing

for certainty in an uncertain world. Against a backdrop of escalating economic inequality,

deindustrialization, rapid technological change, and climate instability, many people, on all

points of the economic spectrum, feel that the world has entered a state of disorder. The

movement gives them confidence, an identity, and the feeling that their position in the world is

safe.Yet the price of certainty is often the surrendering of one’s political will to those who claim

to offer refuge from the tempest of modern life. The leaders of the movement have

demonstrated real savvy in satisfying some of the emotional concerns of their followers, but

they have little intention of giving them a voice in where the movement is going. I can still hear

the words of one activist I met along the way. When I asked her if the anti-democratic aspects

of the movement ever bothered her, she replied, “The Bible tells us that we don’t need to worry

about anything.”The Christian nationalist movement is not a grassroots movement.

Understanding its appeal to a broad mass of American voters is necessary in explaining its

strength but is not sufficient in explaining the movement’s direction. It is a means through which

a small number of people—quite a few of them residing in the Washington, D.C., area—

harness the passions, resentments, and insecurities of a large and diverse population in their

own quest for power. The leaders of the movement have quite consciously reframed the

Christian religion itself to suit their political objectives and then promoted this new reactionary

religion as widely as possible, thus turning citizens into congregants and congregants into

voters.From the perspective of the movement’s leadership, vast numbers of America’s

conservative churches have been converted into the loyal cells of a shadow political party.

Here, too, there is a widespread misunderstanding of the way Christian nationalism works. Its

greatest asset is its national infrastructure, and that infrastructure consists not only of

organizations uniting and coordinating its leadership, and a burgeoning far-right media, but

also in large part the nation’s conservative houses of worship. The churches may be

fragmented in a variety of denominations and theologies, but Christian nationalist leaders have

had considerable success in uniting them around their political vision and mobilizing them to

get out the vote for their chosen candidates. Movement leaders understand very well that this

access to conservative Christians through their churches is a key source of their power, and for

this reason they are committed to overturning regulatory, legal, or constitutional restrictions on

the political activity of churches.A related source of misunderstanding is the comforting yet

unfounded presumption that America’s two-party system has survived intact the rise of the

religious right as a political force. The conventional wisdom holds that the differences between

America’s two parties, now as before, amount to differences over questions of domestic and

foreign policy, and that politics is just the art of give-and-take between the two collections of

interests and perspectives they represent. Yet the fundamental difference today is that one



party is now beholden to a movement that does not appear to have much respect for

representative democracy. Forty years ago, when both sides of certain cultural issues could be

found in either party, it made sense to speak of the religious right as a social movement that

cut across the partisan divide. Today it makes more sense to regard the Republican party as a

host vehicle for a radical movement that denies that the other party has any legitimate claim to

political power.True, there are some Republicans concerned primarily with a conservative

economic agenda and willing to practice the traditional politics of compromise and sharing of

power. But few Republican politicians can achieve influence without effectively acting as agents

for Christian nationalism, and almost no Democratic leaders can realistically cede enough

ground to earn the movement’s support.Many critics of the Republican party today trace its

present corruption to the influence of big money. This explanation is true enough yet

incomplete. In the age of Trump, the party’s resolute rejection of the democratic and

constitutional norms that it once at least pretended to champion would not have been possible

without the prior success of Christian nationalism in training millions of supporters to embrace

identity-based, authoritarian rule over pluralistic, democratic processes. The roots of the

present crisis in the American political party system lie at the juncture of money and religion.In

recent years the movement has come to depend critically on the wealth of a growing subset of

America’s plutocratic class. Without the DeVos/Prince clan, the Bradley Foundation, Howard

Ahmanson Jr., the foundations of the late Richard Scaife, the John M. Olin Foundation, the

Lynn and Foster Friess Family Foundation, the Maclellan Foundation, Dan and Farris Wilks, the

Green family, and a number of other major funders I will discuss in this book—to say nothing of

the donor-advised funds such as the National Christian Foundation, which channel hundreds

of millions of dollars in annual donations anonymously, and the massive flow of right-wing dark

money targeting the courts—the movement would not be what it is today. At the same time, the

movement has developed a large-scale apparatus for raising funds from millions of small

donors. Indeed, the Christian right rose to prominence through aggressive direct-marketing

operations, and much of its daily activity can be understood as part of an effort to milk its base

of supporters.Just as important as the pursuit of private money to Christian nationalism is the

effort to secure public sources of funding. The movement has learned to siphon public money

through subsidies, tax deductions, grants, and other schemes. This flow of funds has in turn

shaped the ambitions and tactics of the movement. The calls for “religious freedom” that

characterize much of its activism today, though undoubtedly bound up in a sincerely held belief

that conservative Christians should be permitted to discriminate against LGBT people and

members of religious minority groups, are as loud and passionate as they are because they

are grounded in the fear among movement leaders that their discriminatory inclinations might

cost them their lucrative tax deductions and subsidies.Christian nationalists have put particular

emphasis on the intersection of money and education. The Christian right has been hostile to

public education at least since Jerry Falwell of the Moral Majority called for an end to public

schools in 1979. This hostility has its roots in a combination of racial animus and fears of

secularism, as I will explain. But Christian nationalists now see in school vouchers—and even

charter programs—a potentially vast source of public funding, too. Furthermore, by planting

churches in public school buildings for nominal fees rather than purchasing and funding their

own buildings or renting private facilities at market rates, they are exploiting the public schools

on a widespread scale to subsidize their religion.In their pursuit of money, just as in their efforts

to mobilize voters, Christian nationalists have displayed a high degree of sophistication and

technological capability. There is a tendency on the part of those outside it to view the

movement as a premodern phenomenon clinging to ancient doctrines that have long been



destined for the archives of history. In fact, this is a modern movement in every respect. It is

modern in its methods, which include high-tech data-mining operations and slick marketing

campaigns. It is also modern in its doctrines, which notwithstanding their purported origins in

ancient texts have been carefully shaped to serve the emotional needs of its adherents, the

organizational needs of its clerical leaders, and the political needs and ambitions of its

funders.At every step in its rise, popular commentators have declared that the movement is in

terminal decline. Secularization and modernization, we have been told, are the immutable laws

of history, and demography will put the nail in the coffin. When journalists do draw attention to

the authoritarian and theocratic ambitions of the movement, some have been quick to minimize

concern and complain of alarmism. It is “a movement that could fit in a phone booth,” wrote

former George W. Bush speechwriter Michael Gerson in the Washington Post. Now that the

“phone booth” has been installed in the White House and in the Capitol, the time has come to

set aside these premature dismissals.I wish to underscore, because the question always

comes up, that my concern here is not with religious belief systems, either in general or in

particular. I do not for a moment imagine that Christian nationalists represent all Christians. I

leave it for theologians to decide whether their views are consistent with Christian teachings. I

am not interested in judging other people’s religious beliefs. But I think we all have a stake in

understanding their political actions.I believe that some of the most powerful resistance to

Christian nationalism may ultimately come from those who identify as Christians themselves.

As of this writing, many individuals and groups who identify as religious moderates or who call

themselves part of a “religious left” are organizing to meet the challenge. They have many

good arguments and can draw on a long tradition in the American past to support their cause,

and they may have the future on their side. But they are not in the saddle of history today, and

they are not the subject of this book.In The Power Worshippers I will introduce you to the

movement’s power players and the foot soldiers. I will tell their stories, in their words, though

my real subject is the political vision that ties them together. I will take you to gatherings in

Northern California, where agri-business men team up with pastors who have direct access to

the Trump White House; to North Carolina, where Christian nationalist leaders recruit clergy to

their partisan activism; to Arizona, where charter school operators with sectarian agendas are

indoctrinating schoolchildren on the taxpayer’s dime; and to Verona, Italy, where American

representatives of what they call a “global conservative movement” gather with international far-

right leaders to declare war on global liberalism. We will revisit the strategy meetings of the late

1970s in which it was decreed, several years after Roe v. Wade, that abortion would be

packaged and sold as the unifying issue of the movement. We’ll go back further in time to

historical antecedents of Christian nationalism in some of the most fraught chapters of

America’s theological past—most importantly, the chapter in which the theological ancestors of

today’s religious authoritarians wielded the Bible in support of slavery and segregation. And we

will examine the movement’s affinities and connections with religious nationalist movements in

other countries. I will trace the flow of funds from America’s most pious plutocrats to the

organizations that are packing the courts and upending electoral politics. We will sit in on

gatherings organized by national activists to motivate pastors to get out the vote for Republican

candidates. And we will spend time with some of the movement’s most intriguing personalities

as they cast aside their “unbiblical” longings, make war against their “demonic” enemies, and

stride confidently on the path to power.CHAPTER 1Church and Party in UnionvilleIf you don’t

know your enemy and you don’t know yourself, you’re going to get conquered every time. If you

don’t know yourself and you know your enemy, you can win every other time. But if you know

yourself and you know your enemy, you can prevail.With thirty-three days to go before the 2018



midterm elections, I am headed for the fellowship hall of the Unionville Baptist Church, about

forty-five minutes outside of Charlotte, North Carolina, in the passenger seat of a Ford Explorer

SUV. The car seats and toys strewn in the back belong to my friend Chris Liles, a father of two

and head pastor at a Baptist church in a midsized town in South Carolina. With his khaki pants

and neat polo shirt and jacket, Chris looks the part of a young, sincere pastor. But the trip

seems to be making him a little uneasy.Chris’s church is a member of the Southern Baptist

Convention as well as a partner with the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, which takes a

philosophically and theologically moderate stance on issues including women’s ordination.

Chris is avowedly a Bible believer, yet his reading of Scripture is miles away from the

interpretations of the fellow believers with whom we are about to gather. As we set off across

the verdant farmland close to the South Carolina border, he reminds me that care for the poor

and downtrodden lie at the very heart of the faith, no matter what others seem to say. “It’s just

hard for me to imagine how you can read the Bible and not see themes of social justice

throughout,” he says squarely. “Or where you find America’s current political landscape in a text

that was finished eighteen hundred years ago.”When I asked Chris to add my name as his

guest at the event, there was only one available box for pastors to check: “Wife.” So he checked

it. Chris is about thirty years old—young enough, in theory, to be my son—and his winsome

smile and baby cheeks make him look even younger. I’m not going to be his wife. I’m not going

incognito, either, but I also don’t want to attract attention in any way that might affect the

event.I’ve chosen a floral print blouse with a complicated arrangement of ribbons off to one

side, a coordinating pink cardigan, and pearl earrings. Chris glances at my camouflage with a

dubious look. As we pull into the parking lot he hands me the Bible he keeps in his car, a

compact New International Version translation. Its black leather binding has been softened to a

buttery texture from habitual use.“Maybe this will help,” he says laconically.Unionville Baptist

Church is a solid brick building on a country road surrounded by farmland. We enter the

spacious fellowship hall on the ground floor and take our seats at one of the round tables with

a clear view of the podium. Purple-and-white floral arrangements adorn the tables, and the

walls are lined with colorful booths displaying promotional materials from the various right-wing

policy groups in attendance.From the flyer publicizing the event, which is sponsored by the

Watchmen on the Wall, an affiliate of the Washington, D.C.–based Family Research Council

(FRC), a passerby might have formed the impression that this would be a nonpartisan

occasion involving discussion of policy issues of interest to church members and their leaders.

The FRC, one of the most powerful and politically connected lobbying organizations of the

Christian right, has organized dozens of similar “Pastors Briefings” through its network of

“Watchmen,” which claims to have nearly 25,000 members. According to its promotional

material, the briefings are “focused on shaping public policy and informed civic activism.” The

organization’s website boasts an endorsement by Vice President Mike Pence: “Keep being a

‘Watchman on the Wall.’ Keep doing what you’re doing. It’s making a difference.”1With the

approach of the 2018 midterms, the rhetoric on the Watchmen’s website took a turn to the

apocalyptic. “Do you not already hear the warnings of God? Do you not see that the enemy is

coming in like a flood? And God is trying to raise up a standard against it. And you and I are

that standard,” read one quote on the home page from the influential pastor Dr. Henry

Blackaby.If there was any pretense of neutrality at Unionville, in any case, it didn’t survive more

than a few sentences into the opening remarks by FRC president Tony Perkins. “I believe this

last election, 2016, was the result of prayer,” said Perkins. “We’ve seen our nation begin to

move back to a nation that respects the sanctity of life.” Perkins speaks in the calm, mid-

Atlantic voice of a Beltway operator, but his words are all sulphur and rage. The host of a daily



radio show to which he invites prominent guests, he is a practiced and effective speaker and

knows the anger buttons of his audience well.“ ‘Put on the whole armor of God that you may be

able to withstand the wiles of the devil, for we do not wrestle against flesh and blood but

against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age, against the

spiritual host of wickedness in heavenly places,’ ” he says, quoting a Bible verse from the book

of Ephesians. “If we don’t know that to be true after what we’ve seen in the last three weeks, I

don’t know what it will take,” he adds, referring to the recent fight to place Judge Brett

Kavanaugh on the Supreme Court.A woman seated to my left wearing a conservatively cut red-

and-black suit is nodding intently. Perkins is speaking to his people, and the room is punctuated

by spontaneous encouragements from members of the crowd: “Preach, brother,” and

“Amen!”“Folks, we’re headed in a new direction as a nation. And that’s what this battle over the

court is all about,” Perkins continues. “This battle over the court is not about Brett Kavanaugh.”

He runs through a familiar litany of how “the Court has been used to impose a godless set of

values on America,” tapping all the well-worn talking points about how the Bible was “taken out

of school” and replaced with “calls for abortion on demand.” “It was the Court that imposed it on

America and made all of us complicit with the taking of innocent human life,” he inveighs.

“Folks, is this an evil day?”Then he gets to the point of the gathering. “Christians need to vote,”

he says. “The members of your congregations need to vote. As pastors, you need to—I’m not

going to say ‘challenge them’; you need to tell them to vote.”Although Perkins never says the

word “Republican,” there isn’t the slightest doubt about which way he expects pastors to tell

their congregants to vote. One party is determined to end abortion, he suggests, and

supporting it is a matter of eternal salvation. “We are a divided nation, and someone’s values

will dominate,” he warns, leaving little doubt that in his view “the rulers of the darkness” and

“the spiritual host of wickedness” are to be found on the Democratic Party’s side of the aisle.

“We will be held accountable for what we do with this moment,” he tells the assembled pastors.

“My question to you this morning is: What will you do? What will you do with this moment that

God has entrusted to us?”In his talk at Unionville, Perkins asks pastors to “pray, to vote, and to

stand.” “Stand” appears to be a synonym for activity that will lead congregants to vote “biblical”

values. An FRC video encourages pastors to form “Culture Impact Teams across the country.”

These “CITs” are, alongside the Pastors Briefings, central tools in the FRC’s campaign to turn

out the vote. The idea is for pastors to create within their churches teams of congregants that

will “advance Kingdom values in the public arena.” Pastors are instructed to figure out which

members of their congregation are politically active, well-connected with other members, and

motivated to persuade them to vote according to “biblical values,” and then draft them as team

leaders “to accomplish the Culture Impact Team’s mission of defending and advancing faith,

family, and freedom.” Congregants on the CIT can take lead roles in the areas of

communications (including written and social media outreach), research, strategy, and

mobilization. Other team members will encourage “grassroots participation” and “involvement

in pregnancy support centers, school board meetings, civil government gatherings,” and the

like. Team members then set up a “Culture Impact Center” for church members to “give people

an opportunity to become informed and, in turn, involved.”An unstated motivation behind the

creation of the elaborate architecture of Culture Impact Teams is to skirt legal prohibitions on

the direct endorsement of candidates by church organizations. Current IRS guidelines require

that pastors refrain from campaigning for candidates through their office—that is, from the

pulpit. But nothing stops congregants from undertaking their own church-based political

activism if it’s all about “culture.” “It wasn’t me; it was the CIT” is thus seen as an alibi against

any theoretical charge that pastors may be organizing de facto political action committees.In



order to guide the CITs in their actual mission—to turn out the vote for Republican and hyper-

conservative candidates—the FRC supplies dense, information-packed manuals. At Unionville,

I spot a stack of such manuals, some 180 pages of material in a three-ring binder, bound in a

white cover, at the FRC booth, and I take one for myself.According to the CIT manual, the Bible

is very clear about the right answers to the political issues American voters face in the twenty-

first century.2 Scripture, it says, opposes public assistance to the poor as a matter of principle—

unless the money passes through church coffers. God has challenged believers “to help the

poor and widows and orphans,” but He expects governments to step aside. The Bible also

votes against environmentalism, which is a “litany of the Green Dragon” and “one of the

greatest threats to society and the church today,” according to the CIT manual’s sole

recommended resource on environmental issues, the Cornwall Alliance for the Stewardship of

Creation.3 The Cornwall Alliance has produced a declaration asserting, as a matter of

theology, that “there is no convincing scientific evidence that human contribution to greenhouse

gases is causing dangerous global warming.”4According to the CIT manual, the Bible also

opposes gun regulations, favors privatization of schools, and tells us that same-sex

relationships are an abomination. It emphatically does not want women to have access to

comprehensive, twenty-first-century reproductive medical care. The CIT manual directs readers

to additional sources. I recognize one of them, Ken Ham, an author and activist known for

promoting the claim that the earth is six thousand years old.Tami Fitzgerald, executive director

of the NC Values Coalition, follows Perkins onstage. A seasoned activist with soft blond hair, a

smartly cut black skirt suit, and a composed manner, Fitzgerald leads a group with a “dual

focus on impacting elections and on advancing Christian values in law and public policy.” Yet

she offers some carefully worded language that seems intended to make clear to the

authorities that she is not a Republican Party operative. After urging pastors to support

candidates with the right values, she adds, “Notice I didn’t say members of a certain party

because party doesn’t guarantee they are fearing God and living according to biblical values.

We never want to be the pawns of a political party,” she points out. “Instead, as Christians, we

want to use political parties as a means to an end.”In a curt nod to the letter of the law, she

advises the pastors to speak with her privately if they are worried about what they are legally

permitted to do. “I’m telling you, you can talk about issues all day long as a pastor, you can tell

people who you’re going to vote for,” she assures them. But, she cautioned, “you must not

publish that information in a church newsletter or state it from the pulpit.”From her tone of

voice, I can tell that Fitzgerald’s talk is haunted by the Johnson Amendment, the federal law

that bars houses of worship, charitable nonprofits, and private foundations from endorsing and

financially supporting political parties and candidates. Passed in 1954 at the urging of then

senator Lyndon B. Johnson, the amendment was intended to prevent public money from

passing through churches via tax deductions into the hands of politicians. In theory, according

to the Johnson Amendment, religious organizations that engage in activities to directly sway

elections could lose their tax-exempt status. It has been a favorite target of Christian

nationalists, who regularly decry it as an infringement of their religious freedom.As Fitzgerald

starts to explain the importance of the upcoming elections in North Carolina, however, she

becomes more animated. She loosens her grip on the bureaucratic rhetoric and swiftly

banishes the specter of the Johnson Amendment. There are three congressional districts in

North Carolina in play, all currently held by Republicans, she says. One of them happens to be

right here in Unionville. In fact, it is more than likely that’s why this meeting is being held here in

the first place, and not on the other side of Charlotte. “If we lose those three seats to

progressives—I’m using a term to describe people who don’t hold our values—then the whole



Congress could be lost,” warns Fitzgerald.The Republican Party candidate in one of those

districts, Mark Harris, a pastor who served as president of the Baptist State Convention of

North Carolina, is right here with us, as it happens, in a blue jacket, red tie, and talk-show hair.

Earlier in the election season Harris drew national attention for sermons in which he argued

that God’s straightforward message for women is that they should “submit” to their husbands.5

His race is very tight. In the coming months, after Harris supposedly wins by a whisker, his

campaign will become embroiled in broadly reported allegations of election fraud. But in this

room he is hailed as the kind of godly political leadership America truly needs.Later in the day

Harris comes up on the stage to address the assembled crowd. It is a campaign speech all

right, although it sounds a lot like a sermon—which is unsurprising, given that Harris is also a

preacher. “The greatest destroyer of love and peace is abortion,” he says, paraphrasing a

speech by Mother Teresa. “The mother who is thinking of abortion should be helped to

understand that she is to give until it hurts. Her plans, her free time, to respect the life of her

child.” He declares, “We are reminded time and again that God wants us to deliver his word in

a straight and unapologetic way.” From the stage, he urges pastors to get their congregations

registered to vote. He promises to deliver a “church video” in time for Sunday. In this briefing,

there is no easy place to draw the line between preacher and politician, just as there is no

space between church and political party.Mark Harris’s views may seem far from the

mainstream. An hour away from here, after all, sits the third-largest banking capital of the

United States, surely powered by many women enjoying egalitarian partnerships and voluntary

parenthood. Yet Harris’s outlook is far from the fringe within Christian nationalist circles, and it

reflects something central to the current politics of North Carolina.Looking only at the top line,

this is a purple state. Trump won by three points in 2016, but Obama carried it before that, and

Democrats recently managed to capture the governorship. But, thanks to aggressive

gerrymandering, or what Faith & Freedom Coalition president Ralph Reed has proudly termed

“the Republican reapportionment advantage,” ten of thirteen of the state’s congressional

representatives were Republican as of 2016. And Republicans dominate the state legislature

and the courts.But these weren’t just any old Republicans. The hard right controls the party

here, and that means they control the state, too. Over the past several years the Republican-

controlled state government has enacted laws that restrict access to reproductive care,

broaden the ability of taxpayer-subsidized organizations to discriminate on the basis of their

religion, and strip public education of critical funding.The red tide in the state capital really has

one godfather, and his name is Art Pope. A wealthy businessman from the retail sector with a

libertarian political vision, Pope decided some years ago to seek control of the state

government. He invested millions of dollars in political think tanks, funded fellowships, and

flooded campaign coffers. Payday has been sweet to Pope and his super-wealthy, hyper-

conservative friends. North Carolina has advanced an agenda that includes the privatization of

schools and lowering of the state’s income and corporate tax rates.Today, North Carolina is

one of the states most affected by the self-inflicted reduction of Medicaid funding. Its public

school system has been deflated by the expansion of fiscally unaccountable charter networks,

many of which are run by big GOP donors. Koch brothers money speaks loudly in North

Carolina, too, now rivaling Pope’s for influence, and the state can be ranked alongside

Wisconsin and Texas as a model of plutocratic governance. In purely demographic terms,

North Carolina is almost exactly balanced between Democratic and Republican voters. In

power politics, however, it represents the fusion of money and religion that supplies the

foundation of the Christian nationalist movement.In demographic terms, it is also fair to say that

North Carolina is a religious state, but it would not be accurate to suppose that its faith is



uniformly conservative. Indeed, North Carolina is the site of a large and fairly active

progressive political movement that draws much of its strength from liberal Christianity.

Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) Reverend Dr. William J. Barber II, the leader of

progressive religious voices, initiated “Moral Mondays” protests to draw attention to issues of

economic equality and social justice. He is a member of the Red Letter Christians, a group

committed to “combining Jesus and justice.” Yet the religion that dominates in North Carolina

hardly reflects the diversity of religion among its people.The faction of Republicans that are in

control is so radical that, in 2013, fourteen North Carolina legislators put forward a bill, known

as the Rowan County Defense of Religion Act, that declared that states are free to make laws

they choose regarding religion. The U.S. Constitution’s church-state separation provision, they

claimed, only applied to the federal government. Think of it as a new nullification provision, only

aimed directly at the First Amendment. The bill would have allowed, say, public schools to insist

that principals prove they had been “born again.” It could have mandated that candidates for

public office prove weekly church attendance and that all public meetings begin with prayers

that infidels will come to know the Lord.In 2013, even in North Carolina, this bill was never

going to pass, and it was promptly referred to the Committee for Rules, Calendar, and

Operations, which is where wacky bills are sent to die. But passing the bill wasn’t the point of

the exercise. The sponsors put it forward because they believed—rightly—that this kind of

posturing is just the way to gain popularity among the right-wing evangelical base and win

power in North Carolina.It is the same spirit that seems to move Mark Harris to double down

on his extreme social conservatism in Unionville. Glancing around at the nodding heads in the

crowd, I get a sense of how it works. Beyond the relentless, binary, life-or-death messaging,

what Harris and his fellow pastor-politicians offer is a pathway to involvement. There is an

undercurrent of rage that flows among the flower-bedecked tables here, and Harris seems to

offer his listeners a way to channel it into a kind of political therapy. Here the anxieties over

shifting gender roles and the resentments over fading economic privilege are transmuted into

personal salvation—and political gold. Setting aside the big money, the key to hard-right

Republican power in this state is an army of volunteer activists, people with the time and

energy to canvass voters, run for minor political offices, and do whatever it takes to save the

country from “the humanists” and “the homosexual agenda” and take it back for God.When the

group breaks for a lunch of barbecue, baked beans, and coleslaw, Chris and I wander outside

to check out a red-and-blue “Values Bus”—the FRC claims to operate two of them—that is

parked in front of the church. Sizable and eye-catching, it has been repurposed as a mobile get-

out-the-vote unit.The side of the bus bears the enlarged signatures of identical twin brothers

Jason and David Benham, two of the featured speakers at today’s event. They are

accompanied by their father, Philip “Flip” Benham, a longtime antiabortion activist and

associate of Tony Perkins, who takes in their presentation with pride. Popular draws on the

right-wing speaking circuit for their farm-boy-wholesome looks and lightly competitive banter,

Jason and David are former minor-league baseball players turned real estate entrepreneurs. In

2014 they attracted national attention when the media outlet Right Wing Watch reported that

David spoke with conservative radio host Janet Mefferd and warned against “homosexuality

and its agenda that is attacking the nation.”6 He also claimed that “demonic ideologies” are

taking hold in colleges and public schools. In the flare-ups that followed, the Benhams’

anticipated reality television series on HGTV was scrapped. Not to be outdone, their father, Flip

Benham, went on television to back Judge Roy Moore in his Senate race in Alabama in order

to beat back allegations of child molestation leveled against the judge.Along with its crew of

firebrand speakers, the Values Buses cross the country delivering hundreds of thousands of



“voter guides.” The voter guides are one of the essential tools of the movement. They are

everywhere in the Unionville church. A voter guide created by the North Carolina Family Policy

Council has been placed at every seat, and piles of them are dispersed throughout the

fellowship hall, including a table in the middle of the room that holds thousands of them in neat

stacks, ready to be loaded into the trunks of pastors’ cars.“Take as many voter guides as you

can, as you believe you can use effectively, giving one to every member of your church and

then beyond,” says John Rustin, president of the North Carolina Family Policy Council. “We

survey all the candidates, over four hundred candidates, running for U.S. House, the North

Carolina Senate, the North Carolina House, the North Carolina Supreme Court, and the North

Carolina Court of appeals.” Rustin directs the audience to the organization’s voter guide

website. “Type in your name and address and it will generate a personalized guide specifically

for you … Those are provided free of charge!”Voter guides escape IRS limitations on

campaigning for candidates on the theory that they offer voters a nonpartisan assessment of

where the candidates stand on key issues. However, every voter guide I come across here has

a pretty unambiguous message. The candidates from one party are in favor of “life.”

Candidates from the other party apparently favor death. One party’s candidates support

“religious freedom.” The other party’s candidates presumably endorse religious tyranny.A

glance at the Values Buses’ schedules indicates that the FRC’s presence in this swing district

in North Carolina is far from accidental. The itineraries match the Republican Party’s

geographical needs with some precision. Later in the month, Values Buses will hit

congressional swing districts in Dallas, Houston, and Oceanside, California. Along the way, the

buses will make stops in states with hot Senate races: Florida, Tennessee, Montana, and

Missouri.After lunch, we head back into the building, and I notice a display case offering a

dozen-odd different pocket-sized tracts for free: The Truth About Hell; The Truth About

Abortion; The Truth About Mormonism; The Da Vinci Con. I pick up a pamphlet with the curious

title New International perVersion. It turns out to be a screed against the New International

Version (NIV) of the Bible, a 1978 effort to make the Bible more comprehensible. There are

reportedly tens of millions of copies of the NIV in circulation, including the one covered in

supple black leather that Chris handed to me earlier today and I’m carrying with me now.

According to the pamphlet, “The NIV perverts Jesus Christ into Lucifer.”Chris notices the

pamphlet and leans toward me. “Some people revere the King James version like they were

the precise words of, say, Paul, written in English rather than Greek,” he says, “as opposed to a

translation that has been updated as we make advances in the field of translation and

scholarship. I think it’s about familiarity and fear. People memorized those specific words when

they were children, and now, if those words change, the fear is everything else might be up for

grabs.”The greatest terrors of translation, in Chris’s view, have to do with sex. New words could

mean a new gender order. “In Romans there’s a woman named Junia, whom Paul said was

outstanding among the apostles,” he explains. “Many early writers believed that she was indeed

a woman. At some point, though, there was this thought that ‘apostle’ wasn’t a role women

should have, and you see a masculine form of the name, ‘Junias,’ start to appear. Some

translations highlight this tension in the footnotes, but others don’t mention it. She just became

a man.”We settle into our seats for the after-lunch program featuring Lieutenant General (ret.)

William Boykin. Boykin is a living legend at events like these, an old warrior with an affable

manner best known as the commander of the raid depicted in Black Hawk Down. Boykin

seems willing to say out loud things that usually don’t come out until the bottle is nearly empty.

But to view Boykin’s influence as marginal would be to underestimate the role he has played in

nurturing Christian nationalist networks in the military and among “disaster relief” NGOs



working abroad.Boykin starts off with a lengthy reminiscence about “the longest day of my life,”

the eighteen-hour firefight that ended with “fifteen of my men brought back dead.” Referring to

President Bill Clinton, who authorized the raid, Boykin says, “We were sent in there to do this

job by a man who was a philanderer. As far as I’m concerned, and I will tell you right now, he

was a lowlife. Because he didn’t understand the concept of integrity. He didn’t understand that

a vow is a vow. Like when you stand before God and you say, ‘I’ll honor and respect this

woman I’m about to marry till death do I part.’ That’s why elections matter.”“Go on, brother,”

says the square-jawed young pastor seated just behind me. The roomful of Trump loyalists nod

their heads with righteous certitude. Chris scribbles a note and passes it to me: “Do they have

no sense of irony?”Boykin pivots from adultery to communism, which he seems to think

remains the greatest threat to our nation today. One of his friends in the audience, on cue,

holds up a book with a red cover titled The Naked Communist. “If you want to understand

what’s going on in America right now,” Boykin says, “you need to read that book right there.”The

Naked Communist, by W. Cleon Skousen, was first published in 1958. Skousen was one of the

founders of the National Center for Constitutional Studies, a conservative Mormon group that

holds seminars across the country and promotes “a bizarre version of American history,”

according to the Southern Poverty Law Center.7 Skousen was much-admired by the

catastrophist Glenn Beck, who aggressively promoted Skousen’s ideas on his TV show and

wrote a foreword to one of his books. Skousen’s teachings are also disseminated through a

network of Arizona-based, taxpayer-funded charter schools, Heritage Academy, whose

curriculum is suffused with ideological “principles,” such as the notion that “free market and

minimal government best supports prosperity.” Textbooks in Heritage Academy’s mandatory

American government class have included the claim that the U.S. Constitution is based on

“biblical principles” and asserted that “God” destroyed a French fleet that threatened the

American colonies.8 The Heritage Academy network, along with state officials, has been sued

over alleged misuse of public money.9 And yet the network remains a favorite within Arizona’s

“school choice” movement. In early 2019 the deputy secretary of the U.S. Department of

Education participated in a “School Choice Week” celebration at a Heritage Academy

campus.In spite of his affinity for fringe figures like Skousen, Boykin’s career has taken him

close to the heart of American military power. He served at the Central Intelligence Agency as

deputy director of special activities and was made deputy director for operations, readiness,

and mobilization on the army staff. In 2003 he was appointed deputy undersecretary for

intelligence and war fighting. In that capacity he worked with contractors with strong links to

dominionist groups, who believe that Christians should seek to occupy all positions of power in

government and society.10One group that Boykin was closely involved with, Humanitarian

International Services Group (HISG), led by a man named Kay Hiramine, received government

contracts for work in disaster relief, emergency management, and intelligence gathering.

Boykin “used his position not only to pay Hiramine and his missionaries to spy, but also to

create work for his fundamentalist friends,” according to the journalist Sarah Jones writing for

the Wall of Separation Blog, a publication of Americans United for Separation of Church and

State.11An aid worker and missionary, Hiramine had “used shipments of clothing to disguise

smuggled Bibles,” Jones writes. But even before that, Hiramine worked for the late C. Peter

Wagner, serving for a time as the executive director of the Wagner Institute for Practical

Ministry. Wagner, a former professor of “church growth” at Fuller Theological Seminary who

authored more than seventy books and founded various ministries, is widely referred to as the

godfather of dominionist ideology.In his 2008 book Dominion! How Kingdom Action Can

Change the World, Wagner explains that God has commanded true Christians to gain control



of the “seven molders” or “mountains” of culture and influence, or seven areas of civilization,

including government, business, education, the media, the arts and entertainment, family, and

religion. “Apostles,” he says, have a “responsibility for taking dominion” over “whatever molder

of culture or subdivision God has placed them in,” which he casts as “taking dominion back

from Satan.”12 Although Wagner is not a household name outside of Christian nationalist

circles, his work is broadly influential within it.Boykin’s focus on “Kingdom action” has never

wavered. He is presently the FRC’s executive vice president and is a frequent guest on Tony

Perkins’s radio show, Washington Watch. The organization he founded, Kingdom Warriors,

promises to “help believers in Christ to understand the concept of spiritual warfare.” Boykin told

an interviewer, “We’re in a spiritual battle every single day and we wish to help equip them to

fight this spiritual war that we’re in.”13 He is on the council of POTUS Shield, a prayer initiative

of “Warriors, Worshippers and Watchmen” supporting the Trump presidency.14 “Points of

discussion” on the POTUS Shield website include, “The Church & Kingdom Trump &

Resistance Changing the Laws—The the [sic] Supreme & Federal Court System Abortion

Turning back Globalization Israel & Jerusalem Space Force and dominance.”At the podium in

Unionville, Boykin speaks at length about the communist threat. By the time he sits down, it

feels like we’ve been on a trip down memory lane in a neighborhood shaped by red scares and

Dr. Strangelove. Other, more youthful, speakers brought to us by the Values Bus, however, take

to the stage with forward-looking ideas.Perhaps the most dynamic presenter at the Unionville

event is a pastor and political activist named J. C. Church. Mr. Church, who now serves as the

FRC’s national director of ministry engagement and who also happens to be a council member

of POTUS Shield, is here to tell us about the time he turned Ohio red. In vivid terms he

recounts how twelve years ago he packed his family into a motor home, drove 14,000 miles up

and down Ohio, and visited 2,500 churches in eighty-six of the state’s eighty-eight

counties.That initiative, called Awake 88, is still in place today. The website for Awake 88

promises “timelines, tools, suggested messaging, videos,” and other support for pastors. “We

need your help to mobilize the voters in your church!” the website exclaims. One tool

advertised by Awake 88 is the Church Voter Lookup, which essentially marries a church

database with a voter database. “You’ll then receive a report that tells you what percentage of

your congregation is registered to vote and what percentage actually voted in the last

election!”15The payoff for all those years of work, J. C. Church exults, came in 2016. “If you

watched, the map was turning red, eighty-one of eighty-eight counties in Ohio went red. You

know why? We had to beat the money, the media, our party, the left, our governor, et cetera.

And you know why? Because pastors partnered together, were preaching and praying, and

they mobilized and used their influence to get people to turn out and vote.”Mr. Church makes

clear that turning Ohio red has nothing to do with keeping it white. In fact, much of the Awake

88 effort is targeted specifically at Latino pastors. This lines up with a message I’ve been

hearing at activist gatherings. At the September 2018 Values Voters Summit, super-lobbyist

Ralph Reed made the point bluntly. Mocking the mainstream pundits, he said, “They’re always

talking about racial issues, it’s all about race and ethnicity. Not true! If you back evangelicals

out of the white vote, Donald Trump loses with whites.” Reed is absolutely right about the top-

line numbers, but he appears to brush off the ways in which conservative white evangelical

religion and racism often reinforce each other. This reality stands in uncomfortable

contradiction with the leaders’ goals of expanding Christian nationalism to religious people of

color. Reed, like others in the movement, is hopeful that large numbers of Latino and Black

Americans will soon be on the “right” side of history.Black pastors, too, are part of the target

group. While most of the attendees in Unionville are white, perhaps a half dozen Black pastors



and associates are in the room. “There is a sleeping giant out here, it is the Black community

and the Black church,” says Bishop Larry Jackson, another presenter at the conference. A bald

man with an attentive expression, he speaks in somewhat plaintive tones about the power of

effecting change through racial unity. “I’m thinking about the need in the Black community and

the need that they’re waiting to be delivered from what they’re under,” he tells the crowd. “And I

want you to understand that your voice to them will mean more than you can ever imagine.

Many times more than my voice to them even as a Black man …“It’s not revival until the entire

church is working as one together,” he adds.For Mr. Church, in any case, the agenda extends

well beyond the colors of Ohio. Reaching the climax of his stemwinder, he thunders that “the

number one thing” anybody can give another person is “the supreme Christ.” But “the second

greatest thing we can give this generation,” he swiftly adds, “is the Supreme Court.”And then he

opens a window on the vision that drives him and his fellow passengers on the Values Bus

relentlessly forward. “What’s hanging in the balance in the next thirty-three days will determine

the next thirty-three years of this nation,” he announces. “If we can secure the judiciary, from

the Supreme Court on down, we can build a firewall for our children and grandchildren that

they just might scale the seven mountains of influence.”The “seven mountains,” of course, are

the seven areas of human civilization that C. Peter Wagner wrote about and that, according to

dominionist theology, “true” Christians must seek to control. I glance over at General Boykin’s

table, and it occurs to me that if the dominionist agenda calls for military action, he is a

designated hitter. Once atop those seven mountains, the plan is to convert the world to

Christianity and prepare for the second coming of Jesus. Which could involve an apocalyptic

end for the earth, rapture for the faithful, and eternal torment for everyone else. That, it would

seem, is the intended final destination of the Values Bus.As the program winds down, Chris

and I head out into the sunlight. Even though it is early October, the temperature outside is

nearly 90 degrees. I take off my cardigan and enjoy the warmth of the sun on my shoulders.

We get into the car and Chris steers it back toward Charlotte.For the first few minutes Chris is

silent. We pass barns and trees and cows and pretty houses with vegetable gardens and

orchards, old and modestly constructed wooden churches, the lush landscape of the South.

Chris cracks the silence. “It’s ten degrees hotter than normal, and these people don’t believe in

climate science,” he grumbles. Then his words start tumbling out like a waterfall.“Do we not

owe people more than simply reducing ‘pro-life’ to one issue?” he says. “I mean, no one wants

babies to die. No one is ‘pro-abortion.’ That is a false dichotomy. Do we not owe more to people

than to force them into one box or another? As much as abortion is a pro-life issue, so is

affordable health care, access to contraceptives, and real, comprehensive sex education.

Minimum wage. Fighting poverty. These should all be part of the ‘pro-life’ conversation.”Chris

falls into silence for a few minutes, then speaks again.“And shouldn’t we show compassion to

people regardless of how they identify? They, too, are made in God’s image. We find in

Scripture the imperative to love our neighbors and care for the least of these. That is by far one

of the clearest messages we receive.”I feel bad for Chris; he seems dismayed by the event

precisely because the Bible is his greatest source of comfort and moral direction. He tells me

he is hesitant to encourage civic duty from the pulpit, because he doesn’t see it as his role. “I

don’t see myself pastorally as having an obligation to the U.S.A. I see my obligation as being to

the kingdom of God,” he says. “Our church hosts the Rotary Club each week, and I’m a

member. I will stand during the Pledge of Allegiance, but I won’t recite it. Because that space

for me is sacred, and in that sacred space, I’m not willing to pledge allegiance to anything but

God.“I will occasionally mention political topics from the pulpit but not partisan ones,” he

continues. “The Bible is inherently political in that it routinely speaks against people who abuse



their power in order to oppress other people.”Stopping at a red light, Chris picks up his Bible

and turns to the Old Testament book of Amos.“Here, for instance, in chapter five, the prophet

says, ‘You, Israel, you were supposed to take care of the poor and you’re not doing it,’ ” Chris

says. “ ‘You’re using power and wealth to tilt the system in your favor.’ For society to be just, it

was necessary for everyone to be seen as equal.” He falls silent for a few moments,

“Sometimes,” he adds, “it’s almost like people are reading a different Bible. That’s the trick with

Scripture. You can make the Bible say just about anything you want it to.”Chris directs me to

Psalm 121, which he likes to read aloud to bedridden or hospital-bound congregants, or those

facing the end of life. “The LORD watches over you—the LORD is your shade at your right

hand; the sun will not harm you by day, nor the moon by night. The LORD will keep you from all

harm—he will watch over your life …”The psalm is soothing, comforting, uplifting. It reminds me

of the complexity of the Bible and also its flashes of lucidity, which makes it so open to

interpretation and exploitation.Coming in off the highway, I remind myself that North Carolina is

a much bigger place than the fellowship hall at the Unionville Baptist Church. Many people who

identify as Christians here—in fact, perhaps most—live a world apart from the dark, paranoid

visions of the day’s Pastors Briefing. I think of the Reverend William Barber again, and the

voices of progress that have gathered around his “Moral Mondays.” And I think of Episcopal

bishop Michael Curry, previously the bishop of the Diocese of North Carolina and perhaps best

known for delivering the sermon at the 2018 wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle.

Curry, too, is an outspoken opponent of Christian nationalism and a committed supporter of

marriage equality, interfaith dialogue, and other progressive causes.The same voices of

progress can be heard across the nation. In July 2019, hundreds of clergy representing a

variety of mainline and progressive Christian denominations endorsed a new initiative,

Christians Against Christian Nationalism.16 In October 2018 the National Council of Churches,

an organization representing dozens of Protestant denominations and millions of U.S.

congregants, issued a rare statement opposing the appointment of Brett Kavanaugh to the

Supreme Court. Many other Christians have aligned themselves against President Trump and

his policies. The progressive Jesus-follower activists behind the Vote Common Good tour have

made their own, shorter peregrinations through Ohio. Since 2016, hundreds of progressive

pastors have gathered in Washington, D.C., to rally in support of the Affordable Care Act and to

oppose several of Trump’s cabinet and Supreme Court picks. And the Evangelical

Environmental Network, a faith-based environmentalist movement, advocates for sensible

climate policies by urging fellow evangelicals to “walk together as disciples of Christ faithfully

following God’s call to be good stewards of creation.”17But, for now, progressive religious

voices have figured out only how to grab a headline here or there for the benefit of sympathetic

audiences. They do not know how to seize the reins of political power. The leaders of the

Unionville Pastors Briefing do.While Chris was finished with the Pastors Briefing, it was not

finished with him. After settling back in at home, Chris dodged the inevitable follow-up calls

from representatives of FRC for several days. But he continued to receive emails from the

organization through the midterm elections, after which he finally unsubscribed.“Dear Chris,”

one email read, “We have a number of FREE Tools for you to use on the next two Sundays to

encourage your people to get out and vote their Biblical values on November 6.”Penned by Dr.

Kenyn M. Cureton, vice president for Christian Resources, the email promised an

“Announcement Slide”; a “full-text Sermon Starter” on the theme of “For the Sake of America”;

a printable, downloadable “Values Voter Bulletin Insert”; and videos from Tony Perkins to air at

church. Such sophisticated tools promote a clear message for how congregants ought to vote

and make it easy for the pastor to deliver the “correct” talking points.“Point your people to



501c3 IRS compliant Voter Guides available at iVoterGuide.com where they can simply put in

their zip code and get federal and state race guides,” the email urged. “A basic patriotic action

step is to vote biblical values.”18As one of his first acts in office, President Trump vowed to

“totally destroy” the Johnson Amendment.19 At the Values Voter Summit in 2018, Vice

President Mike Pence boasted that the Johnson Amendment “will no longer be enforced under

this administration.” But he vowed to repeal it anyway.As the gatherings like this one at

Unionville make clear, the point of talking about the repeal of the Johnson Amendment is not,

in fact, to repeal it. It has already been vetoed on the ground. Churches and preachers are

some of the most valuable political operatives in America today, and they work mostly (though

not exclusively) on the side of the Republican party. Since churches are subsidized with public

money through tax deductions and other tax advantages, one could say that the United States

now has a publicly subsidized political party that promotes an agenda of religious

nationalism.The point of talking up the nonexistent horror of the Johnson Amendment, in fact,

is to feed the sense of persecution that is so central to Christian nationalism today. This is why

Trump’s and Pence’s promises to neutralize the Johnson Amendment and to “stand up” for

“religious freedom” play well to conservative Christian audiences. The narrative that

government is stomping all over the rights of Christians and their churches may have little

basis in fact, but it is one of the most powerful messages the movement has to drive voters to

the polls.Meanwhile, Watchmen on the Wall continues to gain favor with the Trump-Pence

administration and allied politicians. Along with the ringing endorsement of the organization

from Vice President Mike Pence, it is clear that the pretense of neutrality has vanished. One

political party endorses ultraconservative varieties of religion and it is exploiting them to lock in

power. This is how the Christian nationalist movement works.All of this has been building up so

slowly, and become so familiar, that Americans have come to take for granted that it is part of

the natural order of things. We have become so used to the identification of “values voters” with

the Republican Party that we no longer remember a time when neither party had a monopoly

on God. We have heard the single-issue, pro-life or -death refrain so many times that we no

longer remember a time when America’s houses of worship, including conservative ones,

tended to approach a vast range of issues that affect our society with the humility and

appreciation of their complexity that is their due. We have been exposed to so much extreme

rhetoric—and so many apocalyptic visions for world domination—that we no longer remember

the time when such ideas and those who espoused them were nowhere near the center of

political power.Yet there was such a time, and it wasn’t so long ago. How we got from there to

here is the subject of the remaining chapters of this book.CHAPTER 2Ministering to PowerThe

game of power really has two sides. You reach outside to voters and tell them what they need

to hear so they will vote in your favor. But you also step inside and gather with the powerful

individuals who actually call the shots. In recent years the Christian nationalist movement has

had extraordinary success in playing the inside game.Even while some missionaries organize

bus tours to mobilize pastors and voters in swing districts across the nation, others are walking

the hallways of power, cultivating leaders and brokering deals between big money and big

government. In the Trump administration, activists who in an earlier time would have been

identified as extremists lead prayer and “Bible study” sessions with officials at the highest levels

of the executive and legislative branches, in federal and state governments. At the same time

they work with some of America’s wealthiest individuals and families, many of whom fund the

careers of the same politicians, to bring forth policies that are favorable to plutocratic fortunes

and advance their political vision.Outside observers tend to think that the political religion of

the movement emanates from the large population of conservative Christian voters to whom it



appeals. According to the conventional wisdom, the movement is simply an effort to preserve

so-called traditional values and, perhaps more critically, to restore a sense of pride and

privilege to a part of the American population that feels that its status is slipping. But a closer

look at the substance of that political religion, in the context of the movement’s involvement

with political elites, tells a very different story. Most of the political vision of Christian

nationalism is decided in the inside game. After all, the Bible can be used to promote any

number of political positions. Many would argue that it generally favors helping the poor, for

example. But the Bible of Christian nationalism answers to the requirements of the individuals

who fund the movement and grant it power at the highest levels of government.In the past two

years, perhaps no Christian nationalist leader has had better luck playing the inside game than

Ralph Drollinger. A onetime athlete and sports evangelist from California, Drollinger now leads

weekly “Bible study” in the White House for cabinet secretaries and other officials—Mike Pence

has reportedly attended—and his operation is rapidly expanding, both domestically through

state capitols and among political leaders overseas. In hopes of learning more about the keys

to his success, I find myself on the road to Tulare, a city in California’s San Joaquin Valley,

where Trump’s secretary of agriculture, Sonny Perdue, headlines a $10,000-a-table celebration

of Capitol Ministries, the group that Drollinger founded.1Tulare is surrounded by some of the

most productive farmland in the United States. Kale, cherries, peaches, brussels sprouts,

almonds—nearly half of America’s fruit, vegetables, and nuts are grown in California, along

with 20 percent of the nation’s dairy. Multigenerational mom-and-pop farms are sandwiched

between agribusiness conglomerates. The landscape is dotted with taco stands, gun shops,

and community health centers.Signs about water policy punctuate the highway like mile

markers of a changing political topography. “No Water = No Jobs,” says one. “Is growing food a

waste of water?” asks another. “No to Bullet Train; Yes to Water Dams!” says a third, referring to

the plan, favored by coastal elites, for a high-speed rail connecting north and south. In national

political discussions, California counts as a blue state. But this is California, too: culturally

conservative, steeped in resentment directed at the people flying overhead or populating the

coastline, and largely Republican. This part of California, as it happens, is also heavily

dependent on government subsidies, government-sanctioned water distribution rights, and

undocumented labor.Tulare is host to the World Ag Expo, an annual agricultural outdoor

exposition bringing together hundreds of businesses supporting the food-growing sector, from

harvest machine manufacturers to agricultural colleges to producers of cattle feed

supplements. In the large tents focusing on various aspects of the agricultural business—

viticulture, dairy, education—guests chat with vendors at the booths, learning about new

services and talking shop. Outside, families in jeans and cowboy boots walk through the dusty

grid inspecting the farming equipment on display and snacking on tri-tip sandwiches and baked

beans.The World Ag Expo in Tulare isn’t as unlikely a locale for the celebration of a politically

focused ministry as one might think. From its earliest years, Drollinger’s ministry has benefited

from the generous donations of agribusiness kings. But Capitol Ministries has come a long way

since then. For Drollinger, the gritty fairgrounds in the red lands of California is a fitting

backdrop for a triumphant homecoming.Over in a white VIP tent on a corner of the fairground,

hundreds of guests gather to honor the success of Capitol Ministries. The crowd consists of

affluent agribusiness owners and executives, local lawmakers, bankers, law enforcement

people, and a few stragglers. The gender balance tips male; the invitation specified “cowboy

formal,” and most guests are wearing cowboy hats or boots paired with sport jackets. A number

of attendees have guns visibly holstered on their belts. I spot one man with four.The crowd

mingles over sodas—Drollinger disapproves of alcohol—and a bountiful assortment of



vegetables and cheeses, chatting about growing seasons, agricultural technologies, and the

great opportunity that comes with having elected Donald Trump. Many are excited about the

recent confirmation of Supreme Court justice Neil Gorsuch. “This generation will end abortion,”

a woman is saying with a knowing look. Her companion smiles. “God is good.”The guests make

their way to the dining area. I purchased an individual ticket for $175 and am seated at a table

toward the back, which I figure is for stragglers. Nearby, a man in a plaid shirt and navy jacket

is engrossed in conversation with a woman wearing a silver-and-turquoise Navajo-style

bracelet. He’s letting her know that “political correctness” is what’s destroying America. She

nods back at him.Across the room, I think I spot Steve Taylor in jeans and a sport jacket,

although I can’t be sure. Taylor is a member of the board of Capitol Ministries since 2013. He is

also on the board of directors of the Family Policy Alliance, the public policy arm of Focus on

the Family, a well-funded Christian organization promoting socially conservative, often political

viewpoints and policies. Focus on the Family was for a time merged with the Family Research

Council; today, the organizations frequently work side by side on issues of mutual

interest.Taylor’s involvement in both Capitol Ministries and the Family Policy Alliance is

unsurprising, as the two entities pursue largely similar agendas in many areas. In a “ministries

update” on the Capitol Ministries website, Steve Taylor said, “I have worked with candidates

who have become U.S. Senators and House of Representatives members and God really

impressed upon me the importance of speaking spiritual truths into their lives. It became

apparent that is what Ralph [Drollinger] is doing every day.”2Steve Taylor is the brother of

Bruce Taylor, who headed up the large produce grower Taylor Farms; they are scions of a

multigenerational agribusiness conglomerate. Steve is also the former CEO of Fresh Express,

which developed packaged salads in the 1980s and was acquired in 2005 by Chiquita Brands

International for $855 million. Taylor and his partners from Fresh Express, including Mark

Drever, started Organicgirl in 2007; the company is known to upscale shoppers for its lettuce

and greens sold in sleek plastic clamshells at high-end grocery stores.3When a Whole Foods

shopper reaches for a package of Organicgirl premium salad mix, she might be under the

illusion that its contents were brought to market by a yoga mama with rainbow flags on her

hydroponic greenhouse. But to anyone sitting at the table here in Tulare, these kings of the

organics business are very much on board with the hard-right religion and even harder-right

politics of Capitol Ministries. As the evening gets underway, Jeff Taylor, another member of the

clan, who comes in late and is seated at our straggler’s table, leads a chorus of “Hallelujahs”

from our corner of the tent. From time to time he claps for emphasis and fires off: “Praise the

Lord!”Ralph Drollinger grew up in Southern California, the son of a successful and wealthy real

estate magnate known for developing an area of Los Angeles near the LAX airport. Seven feet

two inches tall, Drollinger began his career as a sportsman. He excelled at college basketball

at UCLA, then played with an evangelistic team, Athletes in Action, before a brief stint with the

Dallas Mavericks. He and his wife, Karen Rudolph Drollinger, an athlete and author, had three

children. Then, as Drollinger told a writer with the German newspaper Welt Am Sonntag, Karen

left him in order to take up a relationship with a woman.4It had to have hurt. Drollinger, who

has characterized same-sex relationships as “detestable acts,” “profane actions of immorality,”

and an “abomination,” is a committed and unapologetic advocate of gender hierarchy in the

home and at church. “The respect of the submissive wife to her husband then, becomes a

tremendous physical picture of the interrelationships existing amongst the members of the

Trinity, i.e. the Son’s respect for the Father’s authority. This human modeling is essential to the

woof and warp of successful cultures,” he writes. But “the forces and events of evil continually

labor to expunge God’s model of marriage from the face of the earth.”5Although Drollinger



endorses these ideas, he didn’t invent them. He appears to have absorbed them while

pursuing his master of divinity degree at The Master’s Seminary in Los Angeles, which

adheres to a strict Calvinist and patriarchal brand of theology. The school has been led since

1986 by John MacArthur, a hyper-conservative pastor who assumed the pastorate of Grace

Community Church in Sun Valley, California. In a 2009 survey by LifeWay Research, the survey

arm of an organization that “equips church leaders with insights and advice that will lead to

greater levels of church health and effectiveness,” MacArthur won a spot on a list of most

influential living Christian pastors.6MacArthur’s sermons and writings leave an indisputable

record of his commitment to the doctrine that female subordination and “wifely submission” are

ordained by God and cemented in Scripture. According to a February 19, 2012, sermon titled,

“The Willful Submission of a Christian Wife,” MacArthur instructs women to “rank yourself

under” husbands. Castigating women who are employed, he says, “Your task is at home. A

woman’s task, a woman’s work, a woman’s employment, a woman’s calling is to be at home.”

The problem, he explains, is that “working outside removes her from under her husband and

puts her under other men to whom she is forced to submit.”7To those who worked with him,

MacArthur’s condemnation of gender equality was palpable.8 Dr. Dennis M. Swanson,

presently the dean of Library Services at the University of North Carolina at Pembroke and

who worked in various capacities at The Master’s Seminary for twenty-four years, asserts that

few women on campus held positions of consequence, and female academic visitors were

distinctly unwelcome. When the acclaimed German Protestant theologian Eta Linnemann paid

a rare visit to the area, Swanson said, she was compelled to meet with students off campus.

Even at the library, he says, which he ran for some time, the acquisition of books by female

writers was frowned upon.“If MacArthur found out your wife worked, he’d fire you,” says

Swanson. “Or, if he liked you, he’d give you a raise so she could quit her job.”Drollinger,

Swanson believes, took his cues from MacArthur. “Drollinger’s theology is hard-line within

evangelical Christianity,” he says. “But if you read his work side by side with what’s in

MacArthur’s books, you’ll see that’s where Drollinger got it from. I don’t think it’s any great

secret.”Drollinger graduated from The Master’s Seminary with his career on an upward

trajectory. He became friendly with James Dobson, founder of Focus on the Family, and

created and participated in a variety of athletics ministries in hopes of evangelizing sportsmen.

Soon he was proselytizing with so much force, and with such extreme views, that the world of

pro sports was spinning with controversy. Few Christian sports ministers can “match the

sledgehammer outspokenness with which onetime AIA basketball team member Ralph

Drollinger connects sports and evangelical religion to the political sphere,” observed Tom

Krattenmaker in his 2009 book Onward Christian Athletes: Turning Ballparks into Pulpits and

Players into Preachers.9In 1997, Drollinger decided to raise his sights from the playing fields to

the state legislature. With his new wife, Danielle Madison, who formerly worked at Focus on the

Family and ran a right-wing political action committee, he moved to Sacramento and began

spreading the Word among state legislators. He founded Capitol Ministries with the tagline

“Making Disciples of Christ in the Capitol.”“Scripture is replete with illustrations, examples and

commands to underscore the importance of winning governmental authorities for Christ,”

explains Drollinger. “A movement for Christ amongst governing authorities holds promise to

change the direction of a whole country.”10 In quick order, Capitol Ministries secured a

conference room in the governor’s suite at the Capitol to lead weekly Bible study classes for

lawmakers, and sought to establish similar ministries in other states. The group was familiar

enough to be known by its own abbreviation: “CapMin.”Drollinger’s talent for eliciting

controversy was soon on display again. In 2004, Drollinger angered many in Sacramento when



he denounced female lawmakers with children at home as sinners. “It is one thing for a mother

to work out of her home while her children are in school,” he wrote. “It is quite another matter to

have children in the home and live away in Sacramento for four days a week. Whereas the

former could be in keeping with the spirit of Proverbs 31, the latter is sinful.” The controversy

cost CapMin its conference room in the governor’s suite.11Questions about Drollinger’s

involvement in the political arena continued when he published a blog post on his website,

titled “A Chaplain’s Worst Nightmare,” in February 2008. Drollinger claimed that God was

disgusted with many lawmakers in the state. “In the past several weeks, I have visited with a

Jewish legislator, a Catholic legislator and a liberal Protestant legislator—all of whom reject the

Jesus of Scripture,” he wrote.12More conflict followed. In 2009, the California state director of

Drollinger’s organization, Frank Erb, resigned from Capitol Ministries and began working with a

competing ministry, Capitol Commission, which describes itself as “Reaching Capitol

Communities for Christ.” The two organizations became embroiled in a trademark dispute.

Around the same time, five Capitol Ministries board members resigned. Representatives of

MacArthur’s Grace Community Church in Sun Valley, which Drollinger had previously attended,

announced that “it is the estimation of these men that Ralph Drollinger is not biblically qualified

for spiritual leadership.”13Drollinger sensed early that Donald Trump would be the savior of

Capitol Ministries. A passionate supporter of Trump’s presidential candidacy from the start,

Drollinger claims he and Trump became “pen pals” during Trump’s 2016 campaign. Although

Drollinger undoubtedly has many reasons to support Trump, a key to his thinking about the

2016 election may be best encapsulated in his views on child-rearing.Drollinger is an

enthusiastic advocate of corporal punishment. In a Capitol Ministries Bible study guide titled

“God’s Word on Spanking,” one of his study guides aimed at political leaders, Drollinger quotes

Proverbs 23:13–14: “Do not hold back discipline from the child, although you strike him with the

rod, he will not die. You shall strike him with the rod and rescue his soul.” In his exegesis

Drollinger elaborates: “When rebellion is present, to speak without spanking is woefully

inadequate.”14 Drollinger’s views on presidential authority would appear to be taken from a

page of the same book. “The institution of the state” is “an avenger of wrath,” he explains in

another sermon, and its “God-given responsibility” is “to moralize a fallen world through the use

of force.”15 President Trump, he believes, excels in these biblical criteria for leadership.Trump,

of course, is the man who by all accounts has the least claim of any public figure in recent

memory to those virtues that are commonly identified as “Christian.” But that is, perhaps,

precisely why leaders like Drollinger embrace him. While many Americans still believe that the

Christian right is primarily concerned with “values,” leaders of the movement know it’s really

about power. Trump’s supposedly anti-Christian attributes are in fact part of the attraction.

Today’s Christian nationalists talk a good game about respecting the Constitution and

America’s founders, but at bottom they prefer autocrats to democrats. Trump believes in the

rule of force, not the rule of law. He is not there to uphold values but to impose the will of the

tribe. He is a leader perfectly suited to the cause.“Good laws are informed by Biblical morality,

over and above personal liberty,” as Drollinger writes. “Opposite the theory of Theocracy when

it comes to lawmaking (wherein every precept and tenet of the religion is incorporated into the

laws of the State) is Libertarianism,” which he disparagingly characterizes as tending “toward

amorality.”16At the end of the day, it’s all about consolidating the power of the in-group.

“Christian believers,” he writes, “will someday (soon I hope) become the consummate, perfect

governing authorities!”17By the spring of 2018, Drollinger’s weekly White House Bible study

gatherings, some reportedly taking place in the West Wing, included as many as eleven of

fifteen cabinet secretaries. Alex Azar and Tom Price from the Department of Health and



Human Services; Mike Pompeo, now the secretary of state; NASA administrator Jim

Bridenstine; former attorney general Jeff Sessions; former secretary of labor Alexander Acosta;

Education Secretary Betsy DeVos; Housing and Urban Development Secretary Ben Carson;

former EPA administrator Scott Pruitt; Energy Secretary Rick Perry; and other senior officials,

including Vice President Mike Pence, counted as participating members.With additional study

groups targeting the Senate and House of Representatives, Drollinger is coming face-to-face

with some of the most powerful lawmakers in the country. At a 2018 event at the Museum of

the Bible as part of Ralph Reed’s Road to Majority conference, an annual gathering of activists

and policymakers organized by his Faith & Freedom Coalition, Representative Barry

Loudermilk of Georgia exulted, “How many of you know that we have a church service every

Wednesday night right here in the Capitol building?” Conference-goers, who filled the

auditorium, nodded their heads and beamed back at him. “We have dozens of Bible studies

that happen throughout the week,” Loudermilk continued. “We have ministers that do nothing

but walk the halls of the office buildings and drop in and pray with members.”18The dividends

in policy have already begun to show. In 2018, Capitol Ministries Bible study group member

Jeff Sessions issued guidelines for the Justice Department giving religious individuals and

groups “protections to express their beliefs” when they come into conflict with government

regulations. The initiative was similar in approach to the formation in 2018 of a Conscience and

Religious Freedom Division of the Department of Health and Human Services Office of Civil

Rights, which was formerly led by CapMin member Tom Price, and whose purpose is in large

part to ensure that health care providers can deny services to individuals whose sexual

orientation, “lifestyle,” or other characteristics offend their religious sensibilities.Drollinger’s

teachings appear to be touching other areas of policy. Using language straight from the

Cornwall Alliance, the anti-environmentalist organization referenced in the Family Research

Council’s Culture Impact Team manuals, Drollinger called environmentalism a “false religion”

and asserted that certain initiatives to protect animal species and preserve natural resources

“miss the clear proclamation of God in Genesis.”19 This position must have been encouraging

to EPA head Scott Pruitt, who told the Christian Broadcasting Network that it was “wonderful”

to be able to attend and participate in CapMin’s cabinet Bible study.20 In May 2018, reflecting

on his first year in office, Pruitt celebrated the rollback of twenty-two environmental regulations

under his watch.Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, who has also attended CapMin Bible study,

also seems to be allowing his personal religious beliefs to influence American policy. In

January 2019, speaking at the American University in Cairo, Egypt, a country riven with

sectarian struggle, Pompeo highlighted his own sectarian leanings, saying he had come to the

region “as an evangelical Christian” and adding, “I keep a Bible open on my desk to remind me

of God’s word, and the truth.”21 That March, in an unprecedented move, Pompeo held a State

Department telephone conference restricted to reporters from “faith-based media only.” No

transcript was provided, and the list of invitees was not disclosed.Drollinger is not the only

evangelical pastor to target the upper reaches of government. The Family, a secretive

organization that cultivates political leaders in the U.S. and around the world, has long

organized prayer gatherings among the powerful. In addition, perhaps mindful of Drollinger’s

successes, the politically connected pastor Jim Garlow, whom I will discuss in a subsequent

chapter, founded along with his wife, Rosemary Schindler Garlow, a ministry called Well

Versed that claims to hold weekly Bible study in the United Nations, Congress, and the State

Department, as well as among “prime ministers, kings and other influential leaders across the

globe.” The ministry hosts and sponsors “gatherings where governmental leaders can meet

with people of faith as we teach them to be ‘well versed’ in biblical principles in order for them



to be equipped to speak to the world’s complex cultural issues” and “lead biblically in decisions

they are faced with.”22 Garlow makes regular appearances at the World Congress of Families,

an annual event that brings together representatives of the “Global Conservative Movement,”

including Catholic, evangelical, and Russian Orthodox leaders and an international cohort of

far-right politicians and activists. In 2019, the WCF was held in Verona, Italy, which has

become a flashpoint of far-right activity.“I want to stop and thank the Catholics and the

Orthodox who have led the charge in ways that many times the evangelicals should have,”

Garlow said, referring to the growing global movement to defend the “natural family” against

the supposedly corrosive forces of feminism, liberalism, and LGBT equality. “We often are

oblivious to the fact that the Scripture speaks to the civil government’s principles.”In Drollinger’s

mind, burrowing into the upper reaches of the federal government is just the first part of God’s

plan. Drollinger seeks to institute similar Bible study groups in all fifty state capitols. And he

claims to have already established or contributed to satellite ministries in over forty centers of

state politics. “A movement for Christ amongst our nation’s political leaders will only occur to

the degree we establish strong, fruitful ministries in the federal and state Capitols of our nation

and in addition, in the thousands of local city and county government offices throughout our

land,” Drollinger writes. “It can be achieved only by healthy Bible-believing churches taking up

the cause of founding and building (for starters) weekly Bible studies in these public

buildings.”23
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rich lang, “Nihilistic Christianity. I met Katherine Stewart a few years back when her first book

on The Good News Club movement was happening across the nation. She’s a powerful
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researcher, knows her stuff, and is a fine presenter for an audience.Katherine is on the “front

burner” of the vastly misunderstood, and under reported influence of Christian nationalism both

within the Republican Party, and within the Trump administration. She names the players,

traces the money, and understands the ideology. She has a clear understanding of the huge

cultural conflict we are in, and its implications for democracy. This book illuminates how the

message and person of Jesus has been buried in a cynical, nihilist power-grab by those who

do harm unto others. This book is a much needed conversation starter for those of us who

care about the gospel.  It brings light into our darkness.”

Alexa Fleckenstein M.D., “The deceptive alignment of religion and right wing politics. This is a

timely account of how right-wing pseudo-religion has hijacked Washington politics - totally

against the intentions of our Founding Fathers, and with the terrible result of having an

incompetent leader in the White House.The book is written so well, clear and concise - I wish

this could be said about most political books. Amazingly (or not so much if you are used to

listen to women) this book starts from the standpoint of a concerned parent, and rolls out from

small local problems into a vast canvas of the American decline. A wonderful book to read

while we are in seclusion because of the grand failure of this administration to protect us from

the Coronavirus pandemic.”

AN, “Essential Reading for Anyone Who Wishes to Understand US Politics Today. The Power

Worshippers is a highly readable, rigorously reported book about the Christian Nationalist

movement that has taken over the Republican Party in recent years. Stewart's book explains

how this movement has built its base, often on lies and manipulation. She attends their

gatherings and reports on the leading personalities, including Tony Perkins, a member of

Trump's evangelical advisory council, David Barton, leader of the revisionist history cult called

the Wallbuilders, and many others. Stewart's book is especially crucial for women who are

concerned with the ongoing attacks on reproductive health; her chapter on the anti-choice

movement is chilling. This book should be required reading for voters to learn what's at stake

in the November elections.”

Fox in a Box, “How religious zealots used abortion to fuel its takeover of the US. Deeply

researched, very well written and absolutely horrifying. Guess what the anti- abortion

movement is not about? ABORTION!For those who remember well the widespread bipartisan

support (Billy Graham, Ronald Reagan, Barry Goldwater, the Southern Baptist Leadership

Conference, to name a very few) for abortion rights, a bold and gobsmacking examination of

the religious nationalist movement that uses abortion a tool for the overthrow of democracy

and construction of a theocratic government with guess who at the helm. And they've come a

long way in their attempt to do just that.”

VAtrying again, “Last Gasp of Religion Could Ruin America. Preachers in the new United

States wailed and moaned from their pulpits about the godless constitution adopted in 1787.

They were adamant that our nation couldn’t survive unless we were a Christian nation. Then

they set to work to make their desire into fact. Now, in 2020, they are closer than ever to

achieving it. She carefully shows us where and how, and points us toward solutions. A must

read!”

Michael Stirling, “A very worrying read. The Christian nationalists in America are a frighteningly

well organised and funded bunch. This well researched books explores many aspects of there



organisation, funding and plans for the future. There is a little glimpse of hope at the very end

but generally it features the depressing progress of these zealots. The global outreach

discussed in the last chapter makes you realise it's not America they have in their sights”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A very important book in understanding the dangers of white christian

nationalists, must read !. The Writer has gone deeply to explore directly the real workings of of

the authoritarian white christian nationalism, that has lead to Jan.6 mob riot, attacks on

prochoice, lbgta+ community, the rise of Q non, denial of real American history, etc. .Their

dogmatic false belief that America is Christin nation that should that lead to a desire to

establish theocratic state, control christian men; is very frighting, creating a American

religious style fascism.”

Mumi, “Fascinating Report!. I learned a lot about a part of American history that was not taught

in high school, or even college. The religious nationalists are the American Taliban.They attack

Islam for wanting to rule the world with a theocratic government, yet that is exactly what these

religious nationalists are striving for.”

The book by Katherine Stewart has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 695 people have provided

feedback.
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